This is an overview of the "Out of Africa" (OOA) concept and the concept is based upon experimental data. The article shows that said concept is based on data which are-as a rule-interpreted by the OOA proponents in a one-sided manner, that is to "prove" the OOA concept. The Y-chromosomal haplogroup tree in its most ancient part includes a number of nodes-haplogroups, which in the current classification are named A0-T, A1, and A1b. Bearers of those haplogroups are not identified in Africa or elsewhere. However, those three haplogroups are assigned by the proponents of the OOA "by default" to be the "African" haplogroups, which "automatically" makes all non-Africans "African descendants". In fact, each of the three haplogroups represents a split into African and non-African haplogroups. As a result, the evolution (Y-chromosomal) tree produced at least five waves of migrants to Africa (haplogroups A00, A0, A1a, A1b1, and B), while the rest of the tree consists of four non-African (by origin) haplogroups, that is A0-T, A1, A1b, and BT, along with the downstream subclades of the latter. The tree is confirmed by the analysis employing STR (Short Tandem Repeat) and SNP (Single Nucleotide Polymorphism) mutations of the Y-chromosome. Indeed, according to many data, the tree shows a deep split between African and non-African (by origin) lineages. The last split, from haplogroup A1b (into African A1b1 and non-African-by origin-B) occurred 160,000 ± 12,000 years before present. Haplogroup B is by origin a nonAfrican haplogroup, which is very distant-time-wise-from haplogroups A, by at least 250 -300 thousand years, and could not possibly have descended from haplogroups A1a or A1b1, or their subclades. A similar pattern is observed with the mtDNA haplogroup tree, which shows a deep split between African L0 and non-African (by origin) haplogroups L1-L6. The article shows how recent OOA studies (as well as earlier ones) employ biased interpretations to artificially "prove" the OOA concept. The article shows that the same data can be-and more justifiably-interpreted as incompatible with the OOA concept, and giving support for a "into Africa" concept. It seems that from times of Neanderthals (seemingly having pale skin and fair hair, based on the identified Neanderthal MCR1 melanocortin receptor), our ancestors, of both Africans and non-Africans current populations, lived outside of Africa, apparently in Eurasia or maybe in Europe.
Introduction
The origin of humans is one of the most intriguing and exciting subjects in science, philosophy, view of life. And, at the same time, it is one of the most complicated ones.
The thing is that there was not a single and direct experiment thus far which would firmly and reliably answer where on the planet and when our direct ancestor, fitting the anthropological description of a species Homo sapiens and/or the term "anatomically modern human" (AMH), first appeared. Every term in the above sentence is not clearly defined and is in fact "floating". When fossils are found, how to determine if they belong to "the most ancient" Homo sapiens and/or AMH, when tomorrow some more ancient relics might be found? How reliable are (paleo) archaeological dates, which are commonly not reliable at all, and are always disputed by other specialists (see the last section of this paper)? There are dozens of anthropological features that, one way or another, describe the species Homo sapiens and the AMH; however, the theory is one thing (albeit there is no classification which would have been embraced by all the experts), but to apply all those features concurrently, in reality, is practically impossible. Typically, only some skeletal fragments of an ancient hominin are found, and for the most ancient bone remains some archaic features are typically observed (see below). The next step is a matter of interpretation, often a rather arbitrary choice whether it was Homo sapiens or its predecessor or something else. Those interpretations are often rather far from being unbiased.
Here a judgement and honesty of a scientist step in. Bets are high-every new skeleton or its fragments, that are pronounced "the most ancient of all known" and related to Homo sapiens or AMH, becomes the worldwide sensation, with all due consequences such as prestigious scientific awards, large financial grants, elections to prestigious academies, etc. Unfortunately, these enticements may foster distortions, incomplete or incorrect data assessment, and may result in biased conclusions. The new and phenomenal discovery, described in academic and other editions, is then eagerly sensationalized by the popular press. Datings are often exaggerated, archaic features are retouched, and as a result it becomes complicated determining where the real data is. Cross-examinations, which are badly needed in many cases, are very rare. This is the most obvious in the area of "Out of Africa", where for some mysterious reason very many authors seem to exhibit extrapolated, incomplete, or otherwise overinterpreted data to show that the "Out of Africa" concept has no alternatives, as reflected by standard repeats at the beginning of many papers-"As it is known, anatomically modern humans came out of Africa". Here are a few out of many examples:
"Human origins: out of Africa" (title of the paper; Tattersal, 2009).
"Human evolution out of Africa" (from the title of the paper; Stewart & Stringer, 2012) .
"The origin of patrilineal diversity in Africa" (from the title of the paper; Cruciani et al., 2011) .
"African origin of modern humans in East Asia" (from the title of the paper; Ke et al., 2001) .
"…anatomically modern humans arrived in Europe from an African source at least 45,000 years ago" .
"Modern humans are generally thought to have originated in eastern Africa" .
"It is now well accepted that anatomically modern humans (AMH) originated in Africa .
"Africa, the ancestral homeland of all modern humans" (Lachance et al., 2012) .
"…the expansion of anatomically modern humans out of Africa, at approximately 44,000 years ago" .
"Modern humans evolved in Africa around 200 thousand years ago" (Campbell and Tishkoff, 2010) .
"…anatomically modern humans originated in a small, isolated population in Africa 150,000-200 thousand years ago" .
"sub-Saharan and northeastern Africa, the most likely source region and corridor to the rest of the world" (Arredi et al., 2004) .
"an expansion originated in Africa" (Ramachandran et al., 2005) .
"There is a broad concensus that Africa was the birthplace of Homo sapiens-and what have been referred to as "anatomically moden humans" (AMH) (the first sentence of the paper, Rito et al., 2013) .
There are dozens and probably hundreds of others, and there is no need to quote more of them. As this paper shows, they are incorrect, or unjustified, or ungrounded, or just uncritically repeat each other. According to the authors, the "Out of Africa" ancient migration might have happened some 50,000 years ago (ya), or 70,000 ya, or 100,000 ya, or maybe 150,000 ya, or 200,000 ya, etc. This paper illustrates what kind of data those authors actually obtained, and how they (data) are bent to "prove" the "Out of Africa" exodus.
Before the 1980s there was almost no discussion on the "African origin of modern man", the subject was rather marginal. There were two reasons why those discussions could not have been considered seriously. First, it was agreed upon that a rather remote ancestor of the modern man was Homo erectus, which had appeared more than a million years ago, possibly in Africa, however, it was known that it then spread all over Eurasia. Therefore it was recognized that Homo sapiens could have appeared in any region of Eurasia. Second, it was recognized that Neanderthal, the nearest cousin of AMH, had not lived in Africa. Therefore a common ancestor of the AMH and Neanderthal, who lived on different accounts between 300 and 600 thousand years ago, could not have lived in Africa as well. Neanderthal had a fair (pale) skin (see below), therefore an African origin of man would require an arrival of a fair-skin direct ancestor of AMH in Africa, say, 300 -500 thousand years ago, an evolution-driven acquisition of a black skin, otherwise he would not have survived in Africa, then his exodus from Africa and an independent back conversion of his black skin to a fair one. To defend such an awkward suggestion a smart hypothesis has been invented about a role of vitamin D in an evolution-driven conversion of black skin to white in the course of the suggested migration of humans out of Africa. Clearly, there could not have been any possible mating of the out-of-Africa black migrants with fair-skin people outside of Africa, since they were not supposed to be any at that time. Said hypothesis of vitamin D-driven conversion of blacks to whites has never been tested or experimentally confirmed, and still remains a hypothesis.
The Cann et al. (1987) "Seminal" Paper on "Out of Africa"
As a result, until the middle of 1980s, a talk on the African origin of AMH was not considered really serious. An important event happened in 1987, when Nature published a paper by Rebecca Cann and co-authors (Cann et al., 1987) from University of California, Berkeley, entitled "Mitochondrial DNA and human evolution". The paper was rather weak not only by contemporary criteria, but also by those, in the 1980s, and one can only wonder how that paper got through the Nature reviewers, if there were any. It would be enough just to mention that the Abstract, published prior the main text, said that the mtDNA studied in the paper, "stem from one woman who is postulated (!-AK) to have lived about 200,000 years ago, probably (!-AK) in Africa".
The paper opened the gates, figuratively speaking. An excitement of the mass media that the Africans happened to be our ancestors was overwhelming. The ancient African woman, mother of all, was immediately baptized "mitochondrial Eve", and world leading magazines have provided their glossy covers for that informations and assumed portraits of the "Eve". Since then a non-stop treatment of the public opinion continues, if it is not growing. This has become a commonly attested opinion, a consensus, to argue with which is alike arguing over a verdict on the thermodynamically impossible perpetuum mobile.
So, what was in the paper by Rebecca Cann et al. in 1987 ? How it all began? Let us take a look.
The experimental part of the paper presents a mapping of mtDNA samples of 145 placentas (mainly from US hospitals) and two cell lines derived from a Black American and a South African, as follows: -20 Africans (representing the Sub-Sahara region, as the paper stated); however, "only two of them were born in sub-Saharan Africa, the other 18 are Black Americans, who bear many non-African nuclear genes probably contributed mainly by Caucasian males", according to the paper, -34 Asians (originated from China, Vietnam, Laos, the Philippines, Indonesia and Tonga), -46 Caucasians (originating from Europe, North Africa, and the Middle East), -21 aboriginal Australians, and -26 aboriginal New Guineans. An average of 370 restriction sites were surveyed, representing about 9% of the 16,569 base-pair human mtDNA genome. The authors estimated the extent of nucleotide sequence divergence for each pair of individuals, which ranged from 0 to 1.3 substitutions per 100 base pairs, with an average sequence divergence of 0.32%. However, the authors wanted to show that these differences were the largest ones in the Africans, therefore all five populations were divided into "region-specific clusters", taking into account pairwise differences in each population. It turned out that:
-46 European mtDNA split to 36 clusters, -34 Asian mtDNA split to 27 clusters, -21 Australian mtDNA split to 15 clusters, -26 New Guinean split to 7 clusters, -However, 20 African mtDNA have postulated to be in only one cluster, "assuming that Africa is the source, there is only one African cluster" (quotation from the paper).
Those who understand what the authors did-probably would not want to read further. Because then the authors began to calculate which population is the oldest one, and this was the main purpose for splitting the populations into clusters. The idea was to calculate age of populations, taking into account the divergence between clusters within each population, and the Africans gave, of course, the highest "age", since they were postulated to have only one cluster. As a result, the diversity (mean pairwise distance within clusters) was as follows: -Africa 0.36% -Asia 0.21% -Аustralia 0.17% -New Guinea 0.11% -Еurope 0.09% Then the authors translated those "divergencies" into years, namely when the respective territories were populated (average age of clusters). For these, the following "calibrated" chronological indications were taken: a minimum of 30,000 years ago for New Guinea, 40,000 years ago for Australia, and 12,000 ago for the New World; from this, the mean rate of mtDNA divergence between humans occurred between 2% and 4% (that is 2 -4 mutations per each 100 nucleotides) per million years. From here, the authors calculated the average age of clusters as -Africa 90 -180 thousand years -Asia 53 -105 -Аustralia 43 -85 -New Guinea 28 -55 -Еurope 23 -45 It was done in a rather crude way and using a circular argument, however, the authors obtained a reasonable set of ages (partly due to the circular argument). As it will be shown below, other authors, including the author of this paper, obtained more direct figures for the African lineages to be started at 141,500 ± 15,600 ya (Cruciani et al., 2011) , 160,000 ± 12,000 years ago (Klyosov and Rozhanskii, 2012a) , plus a few archaic African lineages (haplogroups A0 and A00) at about 180,000 and 210,000 ya, respectively; Asian and European lineages combined (haplogroup BT) at about 64,000 ya (ibid.), Australia-at about 45 -50,000 ya, and the most ancient bone residues of AMH in Europe are dated by about 45,000 ya (Benazzi et al., 2011; Higham et al., 2011) . Clearly, the authors (Cann et al., 1987) have done their calculations with accuracy plus-minus 100%, however, they got a reasonable pattern.
In the same way the authors (Cann et al., 1987) calculated that the common ancestor of all surviving mtDNA types existed 143 -285 kya, and since the common ancestor of all African mtDNA lived, according to their calculations, 90-180 kya (that is it was younger, though withing the margin of error), then "its founders may have left Africa at about the same time".
That is, the authors (Cann et al., 1987) have calculated that non-Africans arose from a more recent common ancestor than the African one, and postulated (sic!) that their ancestor came out of Africa. The authors concluded, as indicated in the Abstract, that one woman, a common ancestor of all mtDNA, "is postulated (!) to have lived about 200,000 years ago (this is a transformation of the value of 143-285 thousand years ago-AK), probably (!) in Africa".
This was the beginning of an avalanche of similar papers, similar in types of justifications of their conclusions. Very soon that concept spread widely in the Western media and was cheerfully supported by the mass media, by population geneticists, in science in general and among the "masses". In almost no time a general understanding was that the "Out of Africa" theory was totally, completely, and irreversibly proven by strict scientific means. In reality, there were practically no other genetic justifications.
Alternative Explanations, and Typical Mistakes of the "Out of Africa" Concept
This paper shows that dozens of academic genetic articles which "support" the Out of Africa concept suffer from a simple set of common mistakes. Data in none of them actually support the concept. Most of the papers have good data and at least questionable interpretations. Some have erroneous data and interpretations. How could it have happened? Apparently, lack of critical thinking. Lack of desire to analyze alternative solutions. All which define good science.
A principal mistake which constantly haunts population geneticists is that they typically take a higher "genetic diversity" as an indication to the ancestry, compared to those populations which have lower "genetic diversity". For example: -Hellenthal et al. (2008) , "the haplotype diversity is highest in Africans," -Campbell and Tishkoff (2010) , "Africa not only has the highest levels of human genetic variation in the world but also contains a considerable amount of linguistic, environmental and cultural diversity."
The list in fact can continue almost infinitely. In reality, highest diversity does not by any means represent a homeland, unless the homeland has been totally isolated and has not been affected by populations from outside. New York City has a higher diversity than Boston, but that doesn't mean that New York City is a homeland for Boston. Diversity quite commonly is a result of mixing, and Africa is a home of highly mixed populations, including quite ancient and rather recent popula-tions, migrated to Africa in the last few millennia (see below). "Into Africa" migrations greatly increase the diversity there. Bearers of R1b-V88, which arrived in Africa on its migratory way along the Mediterranean Sea (Cruciani et al., 2010) and their descendants who currently reside in Cameroon and Chad, also contributing to diversity in Africa. So, diversity by itself does not support the idea of a common homeland in this context. Practically the same thing is expressed in a recent paper by Rito et al. (2013) : "… the region of highest diversity may differ for different marker systems and, despite having been commonly used as such, is not necessarily informative about the place of speciation." Some academic papers appear from time to time which describe migrations "into Africa". For example, a recent paper in Nature in August 2013 (Hayden, 2013) describes migrations into Africa 3000 and 900 -1800 years ago. Did they add to the "genetic diversity" in Africa? Sure they did. Furthermore, they migrated to the Sub-Saharan region, where Cann et al. (1987) sampled mtDNA and found a "high genetic diversity."
The same is related to a common mistake which is exemplified by Atkinson (2011) Since haplogroups A and BT diverged from the same α-haplogroup (Figure 1) , this does not mean that the younger lineage descended from the older. Our research shows that they parallel to each other such as two teeth in the proverbial fork. They descend not from each other, but from a common ancestor who in this particular case was the α-haplogroup (A1b in the current classification).
Haplogroup R1a (20,000 ya) and haplogroup R1b (16,000 ya) (Klyosov & Rozhanskii, 2012b; Klyosov, 2012) , arose in Central Asia (ibid.). Both are younger than haplogroup A (~160,000 ya) but they are not descended from haplogroup A. A boy is not a descendant of his older brother. They both have a common ancestor, which is their father. The fact that the Indo-European (IE) languages are younger than the click languages does not prove that IE languages descended from click languages or that Africa is a homeland of the languages of man.
Obviously, to consider "genetic diversity" one should know the population genesis, their history, and not formally and "linearly" compare their "diversity". This is a systemic problem with population studies.
A lower diversity in non-Africans compared to Africans is explained in Figure 1 . About 64,000 ya (64,000 ± 6000 ya) non-Africans went through a severe population bottleneck. Through some cataclysm, yet unidentified, almost all non-Africans have perished, and only a small group of them survived. Y-chromosomal genealogical lineages of practically all presentday non-Africans and some Africans (haplogroup B through T) coalesce to that small group of survivors. Two hypotheses have the highest rank-Toba eruption ~70,000 ya, the most violent volcano eruption on Earth for the last 100,000 years, and cooling (probably but not necessarily connected to the eruption) in the Northern Hemisphere. According to climatologists, a catastrophy rank of the cooling is significantly higher compared to the Toba eruption. Figure 1 shows that the "diversity" of the left branch (the Haplogroup tree of the H. sapiens Y-chromosome derived from haplotypes and subclades. This diagram shows the most recent common ancestors (TMRCAs) of H. sapiens as described in this study. To prepare this tree, 7415 haplotypes from 46 subclades of 17 major haplogroups have been analyzed. The timescale on the vertical axis shows thousands of years from the common ancestors of the haplogroups and subclades. The tree shows the α-haplogroup, which is ancestral to both the African and non-African haplogroups (equivalent to A1b in the curreny classification), its common ancestor lived 160,000 ± 12,000 ya), and the β-haplogroup, which is equivalent to haplogroup BT in the current classification (its common ancestor lived 64,000 ± 6000 ya). Haplogroups F through R (which includes T) represent Europeoids (Caucasoids) who arose ~58,000 years before the present. The Mongoloid and Austronesian haplogroup C split ~36,000 ya; the Middle Eastern haplogroups D and E split ~42,000 ya (Klyosov & Rozhanskii, 2012a) . The tree does not show the archaic African lineages A00 and A0 (the last has replaced the lineages A1b on the left), which are shown on the updated tree in Figure 4 .
Africans today) is higher compared to the right branch (nonAfrican), however, the African branch is not ancestral with respect to non-African branch. Both have a common ancestor, the alpha-haplogroup of about 160,000 ya. As one can see, the figure explains all the data by Cann et al. (1987) without any "Out of Africa" concept. Other proofs of the validity of Figure  1 will be shown.
Popularization of the "Out of Africa" Concept
Soon after the Cann et al. (1987) publication a figure of 70,000 ya appeared as a date of "Out of Africa" exodus of AMH. That figure became a cliché in almost every article in which the Out of Africa hypothesis has been mentioned. In fact, the dating was "floating" as well. In reality, none of the dates was a product of serious calculations, if any calculations at all. There was not any methodology of calculations of the "Out of Africa" date, except those with a margin of error plus-minus 100% (at least), and even those were based on crude assumptions, as it was shown above with the example of the Cann et al. (1987) paper. Here are a number of other examples of the dating:
"50 thousand years ago" (Jobling & Tyler-Smith, 2003) . "50 thousand years ago" (Thomson et al, 2000) . "50 -60 thousand years ago" (Shi et al., 2010) . "50 -60 thousand years ago" (Mellars, 2011) . "50 -70 thousand years ago" (Hudjasov et al., 2007) . "50 -70 thousand years ago" (Stoneking & Delfin, 2010) . "60 thousand years ago" (Li & Durbin, 2011) . In fact, there is no date which would have been justified and supported by experimental data. Those datings above do not make any sense. They were just made up.
Let us slow down with the critique, and take a look at what do we have, regarding Africans and non-Africans. If presentday non-Africans did not descend from Africans, then who were their ancestors? Where did Africans come from? Where did non-Africans come from? Figure 1 shows that they had a common ancestor (Y-chromosome) around 160,000 years ago.
Archaeology and paleoanthropology data of African skeletal residue would not tell us much about African and non-African origins. They are interesting and educational, however, we do not know if bearers of those bones had offspring, and not just offspring but survived until our times. If not-they are not our ancestors. They might belong to terminated lineages. Unless we know haplogroups and haplotypes of those skeletal remains, we know nothing on their contribution to the present day humankind. Besides, we do not know where bearers of those skeletal remains came from. It might well be that their close ancestors have migrated to Africa from elsewhere. Indeed, if "Out of Africa" was possible, equally possible were "into Africa" migrations, and we know that they occurred. Many datings of ancient skeletal remains are incorrect, and some examples are given below. Many skeletal residues claimed as Homo sapiens or "Anatomically Modern Humans" have noticeable archaic features, and their assignment to Homo sapiens is questionable or flatly incorrect (more about it in the last section of this paper). Many findings concern not skeletal remains but settlements (claimed as those of Homo sapiens), sea or river shells, stone tools. It is often unknown who left those artifacts, and red ochre, found there, also does not mean much, since it is known that Neanderthals used ochre for their purposes. Neanderthals of Eurasia also employed stone tools.
The question regarding common ancestors of Africans and non-Africans can be solved preferably by considering their DNA. When data obtained are supported by archaeology and anthropology, it is great, however, there are not much data; nonetheless, let us look at them.
Data on DNA in the context of this study can be considered in three ways, which ideally must be compatible. They are: 1) haplotypes and haplogroups of Y-chromosome of men, 2) mtDNA, and 3) genome data. The last set of data is actually a pattern of practically irreversible mutations (SNPs) in the DNA, which can be interpreted with respect of evolution of humans, since it shows dynamics and direction of mutations in the course of evolution. For example, genomes of Neanderthal and present-day man show many identical mutations, which are also present in the DNA of chimpanzee. It means that those mutations were inherited from a common ancestor of chimpanzee and man. Therefore, if we have SNPs which we see in Neanderthal but not in chimpanzee, it might mean that Neanderthal is our direct ancestor. Those mutations are either not found or they are questionable. The situation with Neanderthal as our ancestor is not clear and conflicting data obtained earlier are currently under reconsideration. Recently announced 1% -4% as allegedly inherited in modern man from Neanderthal are also under reconsideration.
Africans and non-Africans have plenty of common SNP mutations from a common ancestor of Homo with chimpanzee. Those SNPs are not particularly interesting for a question whether non-Africans have descended from Africans, or vise versa. Those common mutations should be filtered out. Another question does present a particular interest: do non-Africans have SNPs which are observed in Africans but not in chimpanzee?
The above is a critical question, an answer to which represents a cornerstone in studying evolution of present-day humankind. An answer thus far is a resounding no.
What Do Actual Experimental Data Tell Us? An Alternative and More Plausible Explanation
What do actual experimental data tell us on SNP mutations in Africans and non-Africans? Let us begin with haplotypes and haplogroups of man extrapolated to times more than 100,000 years ago; and we have to extrapolate since we do not have experimental data on excavated haplogroups and haplotypes of those times, in Africa and elsewhere. That is why the "Out of Africa" concept and its "supportive" data are always based on conjectures, extrapolations, and as we show in this paper, those conjectures are always based on very questionable, or flatly wrong assumptions. Furthermore, "Out of Africa" proponents seem to not have considered equally reasonable, alternative explanations, as it is shown below.
We do not have experimental data for haplogroups and haplotypes at more than 100,000 ya, because it is a very complex technical (and scientific) task; in the course of those times human DNA is degraded almost completely, chemically and particularly under effect of microorganisms. DNA of a Neanderthal (female) of 45,000 ya was isolated and sequenced; however, to isolate and sequence, even partially, DNA of a man of 160,000 ya is a task, orders of magnitude more complex.
How do we do those "extrapolations"? One needs to determine haplotypes in a random selection of contemporary men, of A. A. KLYOSOV the Y-chromosome under study. A selection should be taken from among bearers of certain haplogroups or their subclades, that is among men which are united by a certain set of SNPs. They are relatives, according to their common haplogroups or subclades, and a set of their haplotypes allows us to calculate rather reliably when their common ancestor lived.
For example, there is a good representative group of males among contemporary Africans, which according to the ISOGG-2014 (International Society of Genetic Genealogy) classification form subclade A1b1b2b (third line from the bottom in the tree of haplogroups A00/A0/A, see below). This tree shows the hierarchy of haplogroup A subclades, that is, in a way, the evolution of haplogroup A. The tree evolves via branching: the first one which split off the trunk was the most ancient haplogroup A00, its sub-branches (subclades) are unknown as yet. The trunk continues with haplogroup A0-T, which split into two subclades, A0 and A1; A1 in its turn split into A1a and A1b; A1b split into A1b1 and BT.
Haplogroup BT (beta-haplogroup in Figure 1 ), as it will be shown below, is very remote from haplogroups of the series "A", bearers of which now live in Africa. Those are haplogroups A00, A0, A1a, and A1b1 with subclades, shown in the haplogroup A tree below (to which haplogroup BT is added in the lower part). Those four haplogroups can indeed be considered as the African ones-by origin or by arrival to Africa more than 100,000 years ago. Other three haplogroups. A0-T, A1, and A1b, have not been found in Africa (or elsewhere), we see them only deep back in time, as ancestral haplogroups, each split into an African lineage (A0, A1a, and A1b1, respectively), and presumably non-African lineages (A1, A1b, and BT). There is no data which allow to call A0-T, A1, A1b, and BT as "African haplogroups".
Let us take a look again, more specifically, how the haplogroup tree branches, how each branch forms a fork, and how one "tooth" of each fork leaves (migrates) to Africa, and another stays elsewhere, and forms a next fork. In other words, migrations to Africa have occurred by waves. The whole pattern can be presented as a non-African "trunk", which has produced splits, one side of which were leaving to Africa. Those splits can be tentatively numbered: -Split 1: The trunk, which arose from common ancestors with primates (chimpanzee, gorilla, orangutan, macaqua, etc.) splits into Neanderthal (300 -600 kya) and the rest of the trunk; Neanderthal-as far as we know-was not of an African Homo species, and the rest of the trunk, therefore, was also presumably a non-African Homo species; -Split 2: Around 210 kya the trunk split into the most ancient (thus far) Homo sapiens haplogroup A00 (now African) and the rest of the trunk (presumably non-African); all bearers of A00, identified thus far, belong to an African tribe Mbo in Cameroon, or are Afro-Americans, presumably descended from the same tribe (Mendez et al., 2013) ; the last paper did not mention their anthropology; -Split 3: The trunk then reaches haplogroup A0-T (presumebly non-African), which around 180 kya split into haplogroups A0 (now African) and A1 (presumably non-African); -Split 4: Haplogroup A1 split into А1а (presumably migrated to Africa, though A1a bearers now live in Africa, in the Midle East, an in Europe) and A1b (presumably stayed not in Africa); -Split 5: Haplogroup A1b split into A1b1 (presumably migrated to Africa) and ВТ (beta-haplogroup in Figure 1) , which was not an African haplogroup and it is very remote from them. This series of splits was never under consideration by proponents of the "Out of Africa" concept. It has never been published and discussed. Now, let us present an important statement. Splits 3, 4, and 5 occurred from haplogroups A0-T, A1, and A1b, respectively.
-Split 3 produces A0, bearers of which now live in Africa, and A1, bearers of which are not identified as yet. Non-Africans descended from A1, and have not descended from African A0; A0 mutations are absent in non-Africans.
-Split 4 produces A1a, bearers of which now live in Africa, and A1b, bearers of which are not identified as yet. Non-Africans descended from A1b, and have not descended from African A1a; A1a mutations are absent in non-Africans.
-Split 5 produces A1b1, bearers of which now live in Africa (as well as in the Middle East and Europe), and BT, from which all non-African haplogroups descended, including haplogroups the most numerous in Europe-R1a, R1b, I1, I2, N1c1. Most Europeans and Asians descended from BT, and have not descended from "African" A1b1. A1b1 mutations are absent in most of non-Africans.
So, what is left from the "Out of Africa" concept? In order to "prove" that anatomically modern ancestors of all people on the planet came out of Africa, proponents of the OOA concept claim all the three node haplogroups-A0-T, A1 and A1b "African". The fact that none of them is found in Africa is of no concern for the proponents. After such a claim the proponents say-look, all non-African haplogroups descended from the African A0-T, A1 and A1b. The "Out of Africa" concent is "proven".
This, of course, is not a proof. It is much more likely that those three haplogroups are not African, and their bearers lived elsewhere. Then a connection between an ancestor of a pale skin Neanderthal (see below) and pale skin contemporary nonAfricans is easy to explain. Equally easy to explain migrations of bearers of haplogroups A0, A1a, A1b1 to Africa, after they split from the respective non-African haplogroups A0-T, A1, A1b. Equally easy to explain huge time (mutational) distances between African and non-African haplogroups, because they descended from very ancient (160,000 ya) common ancestors, and not from each other; in the latter case the distances between their haplogroups would be around 60 -70 kya, and in reality they are 250 -300 kya, as shown below. Non-African lineages principally could not descend from African ones, when the time between them reaches 250 -300 thousand years. The proponents of the OOA concept constantly announce that the OOA exodus was 60 -70 thousand years ago. They do not know that the actual distance there is 4 -5 times higher.
Therefore when I describe splits/forks above, I write "presumably non-African haplogroup" A0-T, A1, A1b.
As it is shown below, haplogroup BT is very remote timewise from haplogroups A and their subgroups. From the haplotypes analysis it seems that a whole series of haplogroups, namely A00, A0, A1a, and A1b1 have moved to Africa from non-African regions, locations of which remain unknown; most likely they might have been in Europe or Asia. In other words, there have been at least four "into Africa" migrations since some 200,000 ya (haplogroup A00), then about 180,000 ya (haplogroup A0), then about 160,000 (haplogroup A1a), and then about 70,000 ya (haplogroup A1b1). Of course, there have been migrations into Africa at later times, described for example, by Hayden (2013) , which increased a high genetic diversity in Africa. Those haplogroups of the A series and their downstream subclades, such as A0a, A0b, A0a1, A0a2, A0a1a, A01a1b (see flowchart below), can be considered as "African", albeit not necessarily by appearance there, but since they live in Africa now.
Let us consider subclade A1b1b2b-M13, which in the Haplogroup A FTDNA Project http://www.familytreedna.com/public/Haplogroup_A/defaul t.aspx?section=yresults is the most numerous. The subclade splits into two main branches of A1b1b2b, Arabic and European. Who was a common ancestor of these two branches and where did he live, we do not know, however, as we have assumed above, he might have lived in Europe or Asia, and his descendants could have moved to Africa. Or he could equally have lived in Africa and his A common ancestor of Homo and chimpanzee
.1 descendants moved to South Arabia and Europe. The general logic of the subclade tree, described above, makes it unlikely that a common ancestor of A1b1 arose in Africa (see Split 4 and Split 5 above). What we do know is that available haplotypes of the A1b1b2b-M13 subclade represent a rather shallow (time-wise) branch, which apparently has passed a population bottleneck. However, the available haplotypes provide a valuable source of information, since they place their branch into the space of all haplotypes of mankind.
Analysis of those A1b1b2b haplotypes, performed with help of very "slow", most stable 22 markers of Y-chromosome (Klyosov, 2011; Klyosov and Rozhankii, 2012a) , shows that a common ancestor of the Arabic branch of the subclade A1b1b2b had the following base haplotype: 12 11 11 9 11 10 10 9 12 12 7 12 8 0 13 11 16 9 14 9 11 11 (A1b1b2b, Arabic) while a common ancestor of the European branch had the following: 12 11 11 9 11 10 10 9 12 12 7 10 8 0 13 11 16 10 14 9 11 11 (A1b1b2b, European) Three mutations between them place their common ancestors to 3/0.006 = 500  536 generations apart, that is 13,400 years, and their common ancestor lived about 13,400/2 = 6700 years ago plus an average "age" of the two branches, which finally makes about 7170 years to their common ancestor (principles of calculations are described in [Klyosov, 2011; Klyosov and Rozhanskii, 2012a] ; 0.006 is the mutation rate constant for the 22 marker haplotypes, in mutations per haplotypes per conditional generation of 25 years), with margins or error plus-minus 5%.
Let us compare the above two base haplotypes with that for the African haplogroup A00 (it was calculated based on 95 marker haplotypes of men of Mbo tribe, who live in Cameroon [Mendez et al., 2013] ): 13 11 12 10 11 16 10 9 14 14 8 8 8 9 12 11 12 8 12 12 11 11 (A00) Here we see a difference in 30 and 29 mutations, respectively, which places their common ancestors (A00 and A1b1b2b) apart by a minimum of 286 -308 thousand years, therefore, their common ancestor (that is, of haplogroup A00) lived about 210 thousand ya. A number of mutations correlates with time not linearly, but exponentially, due to back mutations, and the calculations should include a correction for back mutations (Klyosov, 2009 (Klyosov, , 2012 .
If we compare those base haplotypes for A00 and two branches of A1b1b2b with that of haplogroup B (Klyosov and Rozhanskii, 2012a) 11 12 11 11 11 10 11 8 16 16 8 10 8 12 10 11 15 8 12 11 12 11 (B) then we see 29 mutations between A00 and B, and practically the same-29 and 27 mutations, respectively-between B and the Arabic and European branches of A1b1b2b. This again corresponds to 286 -248 thousand years between common ancestors of haplogroups A and B.
This tremendous distance between haplogroups A and B cannot allow haplogroup B to descend from haplogroup A. The two have a common ancestor, who lived about 160,000 years ago (see Figure 1) .
Thus, haplogroup B is very remote from haplogroup A, by 27-29-30 mutations. However, it is not very remote from European (to some extent) haplogroups R1a and R1b, by only 12 and 10 mutations, respectively, from their subclades R1a-Z280 and R1b-M269: 11 12 13 11 11 12 11 9 15 16 8 10 8 12 10 12 12 8 12 11 11 12 (R1b-M269) 12 12 11 11 11 11 11 8 17 17 8 10 8 12 10 12 12 8 12 11 11 12 (R1a-Z280) This again is explained by Figure 1 , in which haplogroups B and R sit in the same cluster, and all of them are remote from haplogroups A.
The base haplotypes of R1a-Z280 and R1b-M269 are separated by only 8 mutations, which corresponds to the time to their most recent common ancestor, that is haplogroup R1, of about 26,000 ya. A common ancestor of haplogroup B lived about 50,000 ya, and he did not descent from haplogroup A. Haplogrops A and B possess two independent DNA-genealogy lineages, which arose from the alpha-haplogroup 160,000 ya.
Debates of the Last Two Years over Figure 1 above
When the paper which contained Figure 1 and its interpretation was published in May 2012 in Advances in Anthropology, it was met with total silence in academic media. There was not a single objection or critique in academia, or any positive comment, despite the paper having been downloaded 10,895 times (as of January 18, 2014, according to the AA counter). However, active discussion among population geneticists took place on related Internet forums. Specifically, four main conclusions of the paper met negative reception among the population geneticists:
1) African and non-African DNA lineages split about 160,000 ya, and there is a large corresponding "genetic" (mutational) distance between them, 2) non-African DNA lineages did not descend from "African" haplogroups A00, A0, A1a, and A1b1, 3) haplogroups A1, A1b, and BT did not come "Out of Africa", and 4) there were not any "Out of Africa" migrations which would have been derived non-African AMH from African AMH. In reality, they both split from their common AMH about 160,000 ya. There have been many "out of Arica" and "into Africa" reciprocal migrations, as well as many "out of Europe" and "into Europe" migrations, and "out of Asia" and "into Asia" migrations, and none of them can be considered as a decisive one or the only one in shaping AMH, or Homo sapiens for that matter.
The most active forum critics have announced that Figure 1 and the respective conclusions totally contradict the "Out of Africa consensus", and equally conflict with all published diagrams, flowcharts, and haplogroup trees, obtained with Y-DNA, mtDNA and genome studies. They have also announced that non-African lineages descended from haplogroups A (and their subclades), hence, African. They have announced that Figure 1 disagrees with the evolution of mtDNA, in which ancestors of non-African (current) lineages also came out of Africa, which is "logical", since male and female haplogroups should have been coming from Africa together, concurrently.
Each and all of those announcements were mistaken. As it happens often, the opponents did not want or could not understand that there were not any contradictions or conflicts. The data which they quoted were generally right, but the opposition interpretations of the published "Out of Africa" studies were incorrect. Let us consider it more attentively. As we see, there are not any contradictions with Figure 1 above. However, the authors of the book employ old interpretations, by quoting papers of 2000, on both mtDNA and Ychromosome. They consider Y-chromosomal haplogroup B "African" (see calculations above that haplogroup B could not possibly be "African" by origin, since it is tremendously distant from haplogroups A), and continue that it "contains both African and non-African lineages". Is it a valid argument? Haplogroup R1b also contains both African and non-African lineages (Cruciani et al., 2010) , and many R1b bearers lived for thousands of years in Cameroon and Chad regions. It is not enough to say "African" without defining, did they arise in Africa or migrated there. Figure 1 shows that haplogroup B forms a cluster with non-African haplogroups, and we described above that haplogroup B is very remote from haplogroups A. So why do the authors of the quoted book call haplogroup B "African"? Only because many haplogroup B bearers live in Africa now. Former Europeans live in America now, however, they can hardly be defined as Native Americans. If haplogroups contain both African and non-African lineages, how may that be equated with "Out of Africa"? Why not-equally logically-"into Africa"? TMRCA for the branch containing both African and non-African lineages is described in the book as 52 ± 28 kya (mtDNA) and 31 -79 kya (Y-DNA), while Figure 1 gives for the origin of BT haplogroup 64 ± 6 kya. There is not any contradiction.
The Latest Book
The same authors provide with the TMRCA for the entire mtDNA phylogeny of 172 ± 50 kya, for the entire Y-DNA phylogeny of 40 -140 kya. Cruciani et al. in their recent work (2011) gave the TMRCA for African lineages of 141.5 ± 15.6 kya. Figure 1 above (Klyosov and Rozhanskii, 2012a ) shows 160 ± 12 kya for the split between African and non-African lineages. There is not any conflict.
With respect to Y-chromosome the authors of the book symmetrically provide the same interpretations as those in the case of mtDNA. If a branch contains both "African DNA" (since their bearers live there now) and non-African DNA, it is not enough to claim that they migrated "Out of Africa". The same conclusion, albeit in a more careful form, can be seen at the end of the book's chapter. The authors write on the OOA-"Interpretations of almost all sources of evidence are hotly debated and it is difficult to identify a consensus view about many topics". However, after it-"Genetic diversity is higher in Africa than on other continents, which is consistent with a longer period of evolution in Africa…". Again, it is a typical mistake of population geneticists. It should have been added-"… or a mix in Africa of many DNA-lineages from ancient to recent times". Mixing gives diversity, not necessarily "a longer period of evolution".
Another quote: "Most phylogenies of individual loci show a root in Africa…". Do they? Phylogenies never show "a root". They show a direction of evolution, unrooted. "… this is seen particularly clearly in the well-resolved phylogenies of mtDNA and the Y chromosome". In reality, it is shown below that the well-resolved phylogenies of both mtDNA and the Y-chromosome do not indicate "a root in Africa". It is a common and unjustified stretch, as 
An Apologetic Follow-Up of the Cann et al. (1987) Paper
It is of interest to follow the development of "ideas" expressed in the Cann, Stoneking and Wilson (1987) paper, which I have discussed above. A follow-up paper came out after four years (Vigilant et al., 1991) , with two former authors, Stoneking and Wilson, along with three new co-authors, absent Cann. This new paper (1991) informs, that the Cann et al. (1987) proposal "that all contemporary human mtDNAs trace back… to the ancestral mtDNA present in an African population some 200,000 years ago" was at first "rejected because of confusion over conceptual issues", and mentions "perceived weaknesses of the Cann et al. study". Among those weaknesses the authors (Vigilant et al., 1991) count "it used an indirect method of comparing mtDNAs…; used a small sample made up largely of African Americans to represent Native African mtDNAs; used an inferior method … for placing the common DNA ancestor on the tree of human mtDNA types; gave no statistical justification for inferring an African origin of human mtDNA variation; and provided an inadequate calibration of the rate of human mtDNA evolution". In other words, its authors recognized the weakness of the paper (Cann et al., 1997 ) that formed a ground for the "Out of Africa" concept. However, the concept was already accepted by the "consensus", and it was too late to turn it back. Therefore, the 1991 paper aimed at throwing the Cann et al. (1987) paper out as a weak one, but justified the concept itself.
So what was the "justification" aimed at showing that African mtDNA is ancestral with respect to the non-African mtDNA in the follow-up paper? This is again a repetition of the common fundamental mistake by the proponents of the OOA concept, that if one population is more ancient then the other, the first must be an ancestral with respect to the second one. My uncle is older than me, but he is not my ancestor.
In conclusion of the paper (1991), the authors wrote: "our study provides the strongest support yet for the placement of our common ancestor in Africa some 200,000 years ago". In reality, as the reader will now hopefully appreciate, that was the "strongest support" that the surviving branch of people who now live in Africa is more ancient than that of people who now live not in Africa (see Figure 1) . This "proof" has nothing to do with an ancestry. For a verification of an ancestry, one has to compare the SNPs and haplotypes of the populations. The authors of both the 1987 and 1991 papers did not compare any haplotypes, as well as most population geneticists presently do not.
SNP Mutations Show That Non-Africans Are Not Descendants of Africans of Haplogroups A and B. Instead, They Have a Common Ancestor of About 160,000 Years Ago
Let us take a look at a recent paper by Scozzari et al. (2012) that some consider as an exemplary study of African genome and justification of the "Out of Africa" concept. Indeed, the paper designed a new, upgraded African haplogroup/subclade tree with a transition to the non-African part of the tree, that is to CT haplogroup. The last part of the tree is represented in Figure 1 by the right-hand side containing a set of lineages, related to C to R2 haplogroups. Scozzari et al. call it "the recent 'Out of Africa' CT clade". In conclusion, the authors claim-"Our data provide a highly resolved branching in the Afri- Figure 2 .
can-specific portion of the Y tree and support the hypothesis of an origin in the north-western quadrant of the African continent for the human MSY diversity". The Scozzari et al. (2012) tree is shown in
Let us pay attention to some important features of the tree in Figure 2 . It starts (rather, continues the evolution trunk of human Y-chromosome) in the upper left-hand side of the tree, and immediately reaches the first fork at haplogroup A0-T (the name of the haplogroup is not shown on the tree). We see a split of A0-T into haplogroups A1b (it is A0 now according to the new nomenclature) with its subclades, which go "up", on the top of the tree, and A1, which goes "down". In other words, we see a departure of a first African branch (A0) from the "main tree". None of non-African groups (haplogroup CT, among them) descends from that departed haplogroup A0 (=A1b in the graph above). It should be noted that the Scozzari paper employs an obsolete nomenclature (of 2011), the current nomenclature (2013) uses A0 in place of the old A1b, with its SNPs V148, V149 and others, listed in the upper part of the tree. Their positions are clarified in the haplogroup A tree above in the text (section "What do actual experimental data tell us?).
The next fork took place at haplogroup A1, into "African" haplogroups A1a and A1a1 with its downstream SNPs M31, Р82, V4, and others, on the one hand, and the rest of the tree, on the other. None of non-African groups (haplogroup CT, among them) descend from the second "African" branch (A1a and its subclades).
The third fork is represented by appearance of haplogroup A1b in its current nomenclature. It sends aside "African" haplogroups А2 and А3 (now they are A1b1a and A1b1b) with downstream subclades; currently both of them are covered by haplogroup A1b1 with its downstream SNPs V249/L419, which further splits apart into subclades A1b1a-V50 (former А2) and A1b1b-M32 (former А3), both are with their subclades. Among the latter is subclade A1b1b2b-M13, haplotypes have considered above, and consists of the Arabic and European DNA lineages. Another branch of said fork of haplogroup A1b is haplogroup BT, shown in the lower part of the tree in Figure  2 . It is obvious that haplogroup BT does not descend from the "African" haplogroups having index "A", since all of them are positioned in the upper part of the tree in Figure 2 , which BT is in the lower part. The word "African" we have to place in quotation marks, since among their haplogroups and subclades are the Arabic and European haplotypes; Europeans are mainly from England, Ireland, Scotland, Turkey; Arabian branch is composed mainly by haplotypes from Saudi Arabia, as well as by haplotypes from England, Switzerland, Finland, and other countries.
One can notice, of course, that ancestors of bearers of the contemporary European and Asian haplotypes of haplogroup A could have migrated out of Africa; however, it can be equally suggested that they could have migrated into Africa. Therefore, those arguments do not support the "Out of Africa" concept, they are rather mute. For some mysterious reason only the "Out of Africa" alternative finds support among proponents of the concept. Figure 2 shows that the non-African haplogroup CT (the lowest line in Figure 2 ) does not descend from "African" branches of haplogroup A, nor from haplogroup B with its subclades. CT leaves aside all the "African" haplogroups. If we follow the time direction (that is from left to right in Figure 2) , the mutation (SNP) flow, leading to haplogroup CT, comes A. A. KLYOSOV
Figure 2.
The deepest portion of the human Y-chromosome according to Scozzari et al.'s (2012) paper. The internal structure of some haplogroup B sub-clades is not shown (black triangles). One can see that more than a half of lineages are related to haplogroup A, which the authors (Scozzari et al., 2012) call all "African", apparently by definition. All other subclades, except one, are related to haplogroup B, which the authors also call "African", again by definition. Haplogroup CT in the lower right-hand side contains, according to the authors of the study, 19 DNA lineages, all non-African. From Scozzari et al. (2012) with permission.
from the main trunk of the Y-chromosome evolution, that is from the short bar in the upper left part of the tree, then passes through haplogroup A0-T (there are no indications that A0-T is an "African" haplogroup); then through haplogroup A1 (similarly, there is no indication that it is an "African" haplogroup); then through haplogroup A1b, which is also non-African; then through non-African haplogroup BT, and appears as haplogroup CT. Thus, all three "African" branches (А0, А1а, А1b1) on this evolution route split off from the "main trunk" (though it is a relative term here) via the respective deviations, forks, etc.
We have considered the Scozzari et al. (2012) paper in such detail, because this kind of analysis is practically absent in the literature. The typical manner is to show a tree, such as in Figure 2 , and briefly announce that "it supports the 'Out of Africa' theory". On the contrary, it does not support the "Out of Africa" concept. There is no contradiction in Figures 1 and 2 . They both show the same dynamics of evolutionary development of the haplogroups, namely their repeated split into "African" and "non-African" branches. A difference between the trees in In order to illustrate the similarity of Figures 1 and 2, Figure 3 shows both of them, next to each other, oriented in the same direction.
Both trees shown in Figures 1 and 2 do not reveal recently discovered haplogroup A00, which arose around 210,000 ya. It is shown in Figure 4 , along with updated nomenclature. The current nomenclature is given in accord with ISOGG-2014. http://www.isogg.org/tree/ISOGG_HapgrpA.html
The pattern is now clarified. There is no contradiction or conflict between the trees of Y-chromosome haplogroups shown in Figure 1 (Klyosov and Rozhanskii, 2012a) and in Figure 2 (Scozzari et al., 2012) . All data as well as all known others show a deep mutational difference and a deep separation between African and non-African branches (subclades, haplogroups), leading to a common ancestor of both, when moved back in time. These data do not reveal an "African" origin of AMH, at least during 30,000 -500,000 ya. Instead, the data show a split between African and non-African lineages about 160,000 years ago.
Let us take a look again at the above discussed paper by Scozzari et al. (2012) . At which moment did a statement of the African origin of mankind appear there? What was it based upon?
That "Out of Africa" statement appears as soon as in the A. A. KLYOSOV
Figure 3.
A comparison of haplogroup and subclades of the "African" lineages (the left part of both trees, from Figures 1 and 2) , and non-African (the tree at the top shows one combined lineage of haplogroup CT, and the tree at the bottom shows the extended haplogroup BT). The tree at the bottom was published by Klyosov and Rozhanskii in May 2012 , and the tree at the top was published by Scozzari et al. in November 2012 . The tree at the top shows that the series of "African" haplogroups split three times in a row and depart from the non-African haplogroups, and that non-African haplogroups BT and CT do not descend from the African ones. The tree at the bottom shows the same splits of "African" haplogroups from non-African (haplogroups on the right), and indicates that the split of "African" (by the current location) from non-African occurred about 160,000 years ago.
Figure 4.
Haplogroup tree of the H. sapiens Y-chromosome derived from haplotypes and subclades (see Figure 1 ) with an addition of the recently discovered haplogroup A00, and with an updated nomenclature of haplogroups and subclades compared with those in Figures 1 and 2 . The timescale on the vertical axis shows thousands of years from the common ancestors of the haplogroups and subclades. The tree shows the α-haplogroup, which is apparently equivalent to haplogroup A1b in the current nomenclature, and is ancestral to both the African and non-African haplogroups (its common ancestor lived 160,000 ± 12,000 ya), and the β-haplogroup, which is equivalent to haplogroup BT in the current classification (its common ancestor lived 64,000 ± 6000 ya).
second paragraph of the introduction, and informs on "the recent 'out of Africa' CT clade [15]". What was the reference [15] which allegedly proved the statement? It was the paper "The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium (2010) A map of human genome variation from population-scale sequencing. Nature, 467, 1061-1073", which does not mention "out of Africa" nor Africa at all. It does not mention "CT clade". The Scorzarri (2012) paper authors (and others they refered to) have identified some African bearers of subclades: A0a1-V150, A0a1a-P114, A0a1b-V151, A1a-M31, A1a-V53, A1b1a1a2a-M114, A1b1a1a2b-P262, A1b1b1-M28, A1b1b2a-M51, P71, A1b1b2b-M13, A1b1b2b1-M118, which they found in "low frequencies": one in Algeria, two in Cameroon, one in Ghana, two in Niger, seven in South Africa, three in Ethiopia, two in Kenya. All these subclades are located in the upper part of the tree in Figure 2 , and indeed belong to "African" subclades (or they migrated to Africa relatively recently), and NONE of BT or CT lineages descend from them. So how can they be claimed as "ancestral" to non-African lineages? None of actual bearers of haplogroups A0-T, A1, A1b have been found in Africa or elsewhere. So how they can be claimed as "African"? Just because they were assigned "A" letter in the index?
As we see, all those conjectures by proponents of the "Out of Africa" concept are groundless. They assume that the currently African branches A00, A0, A1a, A1b1 descended from African haplogroups, and those were A0-T, A1, A1b. In reality, this has never been shown. Those haplogroups represented forks from which A0, A1a, A1b1 split and migrated to Africa.
The authors (Scozzari et al., 2012) place the origin of haplogroup B to the sub-Saharan region (they write-"essentially a sub-Saharan clade). We have shown above that haplotypes of haplogroup B are tremendously remote from "African" haplotypes of haplogroup A, and obviously have a non-African origin. CT does not come from haplogroup B, as it is obvious from Figure 2 . B and CT haplogroups have a common ancestor, that is haplogroup BT (see Figures 1-3) .
So, what was the major conclusion the authors (Scozzari et al., 2012) made? As the reader can guess, it was that haplogroup CT came from Africa, and not just from Africa, but "from the north-western quadrant of the African continent". There, as the authors concluded, "an origin for the human MSY diversity" is located. How come? Their subclade tree (Figure 2) shows that CT did not descend from "African sources" that have been identified by the authors in (current) African chromosomes. All of them are in the upper segment of the tree. Besides, as Pontius Skoglund (2013) A recent paper by Cruciani et al. (2011) fits the same pattern as that of other OOA proponents beginning with its title-"… The origin of patrilineal diversity in Africa". On what scientific ground? On the same "ground" as explained above-they showed that African lineages are more diverse compared with those of non-Africans. Their SNP tree is almost the same as those shown in Figures 1-3 , and their dating of the split between African and non-African lineages of 141.5 ± 15.6 kya is within the margin of error with 160 ± 12 kya for the tree in Figure 1 . The Cruciani et al. (2011) tree shows as follows: about 142 kya there was a split of haplogroup A1b (A0 in the new nomenclature) from the main trunk of the tree, then approximately 108 kya the branch A1a split off, then, about 105 kya, A2 and A3 split off (A1b1a and A1b1b, respectively, in the new nomenclature). Subclades A0, A1a, A1b1a, and A1b1b the authors reasonably assigned to "African", since they were found in four Africans. There are no objections to that, however, those subclades are not ancestral to non-African subclades. Then, about 75 kya, according to the authors, haplogroup BT arose, and 39 kya haplogroup CT arose. We know that neither BT nor CT descended from "African" haplogroups. However, since the branching points (fork haplogroups) are designated by the authors as "A" (A1a-T, A2-T), the authors consider themas default-the "African" haplogroups, hence, "Out of Africa".
According to the authors (Cruciani et al., 2011) , since "African" haplogroups A0 (=A1b in the outdated nomenclature), A1a, A2 and A3 (obsolete nomenclature) arose 105 -108 kya, and BT arose 75 kya, a (mutation-derived) distance between them should be about 30 -33 kya. In fact, it is 248 -286 thousand years (see calculations above). It clearly shows that haplogroup B did not descend from the "African" haplogroups. It descended from their common ancestor about 160,000 ya (see above). The same conclusion follows from Figure 2 by Scozzario et al. (2012) , and from Figure 1 (Klyosov and Rozhanskii, 2012a) .
The above considerations and conclusions were related to Y-chromosome. An overall conclusion is that all available experimental data do not show any "Out of Africa" principal migrations of AMH. There are no African SNPs in Y-chromosomes of non-Africans. Non-African lineages and haplotypes are tremendously distant from the African. As practically all sources admit, there is "complete separation of African and non-African lineages" (see above for actual quotes). However, it is interesting that by accepting all of it, population geneticists continue to repeat-"Out of Africa". On what ground? No answer.
Cross-Verification of the Haplogroup Tree in Figure 4 Employing SNPs
There is one more approach to a verification of the tree in Figure 4 , that is by employing SNPs (Single Nucleotide Polymorphism). SNPs, which are practically irreversible mutations, are accumulating in Y-chromosome (as well in other parts of the DNA) in the course of evolution. The longer (time-wise) the distance between certain nodes (points) in the flowchart in Figure 4 , the more SNPs are accumulated there. It is a random, statistical process, however, it can be quantified. The longest single evolution line in Figure 4 belongs to haplogroup A00, therefore, we can expect that the present-day bearers of haplogroup A00 reveal the highest number of SNPs from the presumed time when A00 arose (about 210,000 ya). The runner up should be haplogroup A0. The distance between alpha-and beta-haplogroups (that is between A1b and BT) should be relatively short compared to that in A00 and A0, about 100,000 years, and then SNPs kept accumulating upon transition from BT to more recent and contemporary haplogroups. This is what has been confirmed, considering and counting the SNPs. A list of the SNPs is given below; it is not the final one, and new SNP are being discovered from time to time. However, as a certain approximation the list works.
Haplogroup A00 is the most ancient, the most archaic, its evolution line is the longest one. Its SNPs were discovered in men of the Mbo tribe in Cameroon (Mendez et al., 2013) :  AF4, AF5, AF7, AF8, AF9, AF10, AF13, L990, L1086,  L1087, L1088, L1091, L1092, L1094, L1096, L1097, L1100,  L1102, L1103, L1104, L1106, L1107, L1108, L1109, L1110,  L1111, L1113, L1114, L1115, L1117, L1119, L1122, L1126,  L1131, L1133, L1134, L1138, L1139, L1140, L1141, L1144,  L1146, L1147, L1148, L1149, L1151, L1152, L1154, L1156,  L1157, L1158, L1159, L1160, L1161, L1163, L1233, L1234,  L1236, L1284. Haplogroup A00 contains 59 SNPs. Since A00 arose about 210,000 ya, then it can be estimated that one SNP-mutation occurs once in 3600 years, on average, in the considered fragment of Y-chromosome.
Then, as we already know, haplogroup A0-T arose on the main trunk of the haplogroup tree, shown in Figure 4 . It split into A0 and A1, the last one continued the trunk. A0 now live mainly in Africa. A0-T does not contain any A00 mutation. That is, A0-T did not descend from the African haplogroup A00. There is no data which would define A0-T as African. Indeed, it is an ancestor of the "African" A0, as well as of the non-African haplogroups, which passed via haplogroups BT, then CT and so on.
There are 32 SNPs of haplogroup A0-T:  AF3, L1085, L1089, L1090, L1093, L1095, L1098, L1099,  L1101, L1105, L1116, L1118, L1120, L1121, L1123, L1124,  L1125, L1127, L1128, L1129, L1130, L1132, L1135, L1136,  L1137, L1142, L1143, L1145, L1150, L1155, L1235, L1273.  Haplogroup А0 has 51 SNPs:  L529.2, L896, L982, L984, L990, L991, L993, L995, L996,  L997, L998, L999, L1000, L1001, L1006, L1008, L1010,  L1011, L1012, L1015, L1016, L1017, L1018, L1055, L1073,   L1075, L1076, L1077, L1078, L1080, V148, V149, V152,  V154, V157, V163, V164, V165, V166, V167, V172, V173,  V176, V177, V190, V196, V223, V225, V229, V233, V239 Haplogroup A0 is 8 SNPs short compared to A00, that is A0 is about 30,000 years younger compared to A00. Indeed, А0 arose 180,000 ya, haplogroup A00 210,000 ya.
Haplogroup А1 has only 21 SNP discovered: L985, L986, L989, L1002, L1003, L1004, L1005, L1009, L1013, L1053, L1084, L1112, L1153, P305, V161.2, V168, V171, V174, V238, V241, V250
Unlike the sister haplogroup A0, bearers of A1 apparently did not survive until present time. It might be that they perished in that cataclysm, mentioned above, which caused the bottleneck of the non-African population (see above). A summary lifetime of haplogroups А0-Т, А1, and A1b (the last one has only two SNPs, Р108 and V221) is equal to 32 + 21 + 2 = 55 SNPs, that is 55 × 3600 = 198 thousand years.
Finally, haplogroup ВТ has 30 SNPs: L413, L418, L438, L440, L604, L957, L962, L969, L970, L971, L977, L1060, L1061, L1062, M42, M91, M94, M139, M299, P97, SRY10831.1, V21, V29, V59, V64, V102, V187, V202, V216, V235
This gives 30 × 3600 = 108,000 years for the evolution of the beta-haplogroup since the time of the divergence with the "African" haplogroup A1b1 (160 ± 12 kya, see Figure 4 ) to the bottleneck of the BT population of 64 ± 6 kya. Those 108 kya is the distance between alpha-and beta-haplogroups in Figure 4 . Those are years which disappeared (between A1b, that is the alpha-haplogroup, and BT, which is the beta-haplogroup), from the evolution of the non-African BT haplogroups. Non-Africans popped up literally from nowhere 64 ± 6 thousand years ago, from a viewpoint of archaeology and anthropology, as fully developed AMH. They did not descend from Africans.
It is important that those "lost" millennia in the evolution of the non-African DNA lineages, are cross-reproducible in the analysis of both STRs (haplotypes, based on that the flow chart in Figure 4 was composed), and SNPs, as it is shown above. Why we do not see those excavated DNA in Eurasia is still unknown. However, we know of excavated skeletal remains of Homo sapiens in the Middle East, dated between 160 and 60 kya, but their haplogroup was not examined. If it happens haplogroup BT, with those SNPs listed above, the puzzle will be finally solved.
Let us now look at mitochondrial DNA. There, as proponents of "Out of Africa" say, it is more than clear. "Non-African mtDNA all descended from African".
Is it so?
Non-African mtDNA Do Not Descend from African mtDNA
The recent paper by Behar et al. (2012) shows that in the very beginning of the mtDNA evolution tree there is a split of the main "stem" lineage into L0 (on the right) and L1-L6 (on the left). All other haplogroups in the world descended from L1-L6.
Haplogroup L0 embrace a large series of about fifty ancient African haplogroups, which were identified mainly in subSaharan Africa, among Khoisan-speaking populations, and also in Ethiopia and Tanzania (East Africa), in Mozambique (SouthEastern Africa), and among Pygmies. All other haplogroups are believed to descend from haplogroup L3, with an "age" of A history with a recent publication which made a wide press "Using HSV-1 genome phylogenetics to track past human migrations" (Kolb et al., 2013 ) presents a good example how the aim at "Out of Africa" distorts data interpretations and conclusions of a study. The study compared 31 complete and nearly complete "globally derived" (not exactly so) HSV-1 genomic sequences. Sources of the Herpes Simplex Virus were from Kenya (East Africa), China, South Korea and Japan (East Asia), Seattle, San Francisco and Houston (USA), and Glasgow (UK). The authors have found that the phylogenetic tree forms six clusters (Figure 6) . The clusters consist of the following samples:
I-10 samples total, of which 7 samples were from Seattle, one from "USA" (no detail provided), one from San Francisco, and one from Glasgow, II-6 samples total, of which one was from China, one from Houston (US), two from South Korea, and two from Japan, III-two samples from Kenya, IV-three samples from Kenya, V-seven samples from Kenya, VI-two samples from Kenya. The authors of the study rounded them up and reported that "the tree revealed a six clade pattern based on the geographical origin of the isolates". According to the authors, "the European/North American viruses formed clade I, East Asian strains formed clade II and the East African viruses comprised clades III, IV, V and VI". An origin of the "USA" strain was not disclosed, and it is not clear if they were obtained from Europeans (by descent) or Native Americans. However, since the authors suggested that an outlier strain (Houston) placed into the East Asian cluster "may originally have been from the native Amerindian population", it seems that the other US-based samples were from individuals of European descent. Nevertheless, the authors concluded that those clusters "mirror global human migrations" and support the "Out of Africa model" of human migration. The main reason for it, as always, was an argument of diversity, namely that "The East African derived viruses contained the greatest amount of genetic diversity and formed four of the six clades."
Let us consider, as we did above, where that "diversity" is coming from. As we have seen repeatedly above, the diversity is coming from a common ancestor of all those lineages, shown in Figure 6 , which did not necessarily live in Africa. Some viruses migrate to Africa with their carriers, others migrate elsewhere. There is no indication that they descended initially from African viruses. Figure 6 shows again a series of cascade splits, and after each split the resulting downstream strains move in different directions. There is no "African origin" here.
Let us follow the phylogenetic tree in more detail. A small bar on the very left represents a common ancestor of all the strains of the virus. We do not know where it lived. It could have been anywhere in the world. The first split results in two different strains: the contemporary Kenyan strain splits off, and another strain later underwent a cascade of splits (the lower node in Figure 6 ). The first "Kenyan" strain (the top two samples in Figure 6 ) was not ancestral to any of the later strains considered in the study, including the European ones.
The next split caused again a separation of populations of the virus, and, apparently, their human carriers, and cluster V in Figure 6 was formed, which was also found in Kenya. There were no non-African viruses descended from it; at least, they have not been observed in the study.
The next split produced virus E07, again found in Kenya. There were no non-African viruses descended from it. The authors mistakenly assigned it to cluster IV, however, it does not belong there.
The next two splits produced clusters IV and III, again Kenyan, according to the authors of the study. European or Asian viruses did not descend from them, as well as, apparently, European and Asian populations which carried those strains. With that split the African (Kenyan) new strains were not observed in the study. There was nothing related to "Out of Africa" there. It was more likely "into Africa", since the Kenyan strains were not ancestral to the European or Asian strains, as it is obvious from Figure 6 .
The last split is into European and East-Asian strains of the virus, that is clusters II and I, respectively. There is nothing "American" (with respect to Native Americans) there. It is a European cluster of the virus, carried by migrants from Europe to America.
It is surprising that the authors of the study have not seen such a simple explanation of the dynamics of the strains. Apparently, they were too much focusing at bending the data to fit "Out of Africa".
The senior author of the study, Kurtis Brandt, a professor of medical microbiology and ophthalmology, stated in his interview: "What we found follows exactly what the… molecular geneticists who have analyzed the human genome have told us, about where humans originated and how they spread across the planet." (http://www.sci-news.com/genetics/science-herpes-virus-out-of -africa-theory-01482.html). This was exactly the main problem of the study.
In another interview Kurtis Brandt says that "the results were quite "stunning." He goes on to describe their findings: "We found that all of the African isolates cluster together, all the viruses from the Far East, Korea, Japan, China clustered together, all the viruses in Europe and America, with one exception, clustered together." (http://guardianlv.com/2013/10/herpes-simplex-virus-confirmsout-of-africa-migration-of-ancient-humans/). Generally, it is true, despite some stretches. However, it does not support the "Out of Africa" concept at all, as it was explained above.
The paper (Kolb et al., 2013) provides one more illustration how experimental data are bent in order to show the desirable "Out of Africa" conclusion by all means. This concerns calculations of the "divergence time" for the strains. The authors wanted to obtain 50,000 ya from the initial divergence, which would fit the desired "Out of Africa" time, and they obtained it. Here is how they came to those 50,000 ya. This is rather educa-tional and entertaining.
The authors (Kolb et al., 2013) have reported that there are three significantly varying figures for the mutation rate constants for Simplex and other herpes viruses, equal to 18.2 × 10 −9 , 30 × 10 −9 and 3 × 10 −9 substitutions/site/year. To employ all of them would have resulted in divergence times that differed by 30 times. The authors did not know which constant of the three would have been a matter of choice. They decided to take such a constant which would give them a desired and "consentual" 50,000 ya. As a first step, the authors considered a suggested divergence time between European and Asian populations as 23 -45 thousand years ago, as four literature sources have claimed. The authors took an average figure from all the four values, making it 34,000 ± 10,500 years ago. Those are obviously lower figures compared to historical ones, since European and Asian haplogroups separated not later than 55 -60 ky (see Figure 1) ; however, all those calculations in the paper were so crude-and datings, and the mutation rate constantsthat it could not have been taken seriously.
Since the authors took "reference" divergence times lower than they should have been, the mutation rate constants must be much higher than they should have been. Indeed, the adjusted mutation rate constant was much higher than the all the four cited from the literature, namely, 134 × 10 −9 substitutions/site/ year, with an upper and lower limits of 214 × 10 −9 and 74.8 × 10 −9 , respectively. This can be compared to the literature's 3×, 18.2× and 30 × 10 −9 substitutions/site/year. This apparently was not a matter of concern to the authors. The ultimate goal was 50,000 years. Now, using this grossly inflated figure for the mutation rate constant, the authors obtained that the initial divergence time for the virus occurred 50,300 ± 16,700 ya, and claimed that it "supports the "out of Africa model" of human migrations". A similarly calculated date for the Eurasian strains divergence time was 32,800 ± 10,900 ya, and time for divergence of a single Chinese virus sample and a single Texas sample of an unknown origin results in a divergence time of 15,760 ± 5300 ya. The authors concluded that the last date "fits with the estimated time period in which the North American continent was populated from Asia". No comments.
Based on all of it the authors claimed that "the data supports the "out of Africa model" of human migrations". As we have explained above, this has nothing to do with the "Out of Africa" concept. The mutation rate constant for the Simplex Herpes Virus, "calculated" by the authors, exceeded three other literature values by 4.5 to 45 times. There were no explanations from the authors for such a discrepancy. There were no other verifications of the obtained mutation rate constant. The authors obtained, using that mutation rate constant, that HSV-1 and HSV-2 diverged 2.184 ± 0.753 million years ago (please notice the accuracy of the both figures in the estimate!), but this also says practically nothing; it could have come up as 20 million years, and it would have been a good number too. There could have been said that it was macaque as a carrier of the virus. In other words, any data goes in such a work. If the literature mutation rate constants (or some of them) are valid, then the initial divergence time of the HSV-1 was not 50,300 ya, but between 220 thousand and 2.2 million years ago, and also could have been interpreted in terms of evolution of man. Indeed, everything goes. But then there would not have been "Out of Africa" "support'.
A conclusion: the experimental data by Kolb et al. (2013) are valuable, but manipulations, "interpretations", and conclusions, particularly regarding "Out of Africa" have no value at all.
Anthropological Data and Datings
A peculiar situation was formed in the last few years, when many anthropologists doubted experimental anthropology data on evolution of man as very controversial, but pointed at geneticists, that the latter "have real data" and, as they claim, it confirmed the "Out of Africa" concept. Many geneticists, on the other hand, doubt experimental genetic data on evolution of man as very controversial, unreliable and conflicting with each other, but point at anthropologists, that they "have real data", and believe that anthropologists confirmed the "Out of Africa" concept. In reality none of them confirmed the dubious (and, actually, false) concept, however, those reciprocal bows keep the concept afloat.
The cornerstone mutual belief is that AMH allegedly arose in Africa and it happened about 200,000 ya. By definition, AMH was Homo sapiens who did not have noticeable archaic skeletal features. Now, let us list several actual experimental observations in that regard:
-All African excavated skeletal remains dated before 36,000 ya posess noticeable archaic features, -Ancient skeletal remains very often are so fragmentary, that to reconstruct an appearance of ancient people even in a minimal degree is typically close to impossible, -An anthropological pattern of skeletal remains is often similar in Africa and elsewhere, so it is close to impossible to firmly conclude who went where-out of Africa or into Africa, -Very often ancient settlements produce no skeletal remains at all, and conclusions (or rather suggestions) about "anatomically modern humans" are often made based on view and dating of the settlements and some stone tools, however, they could be left by archaic humans, and not AMHs or even Homo sapiens, -Datings of ancient bones are often so questionable that few specialists accept them literally or uncritically, or even seriously.
Unfortunately, radiocarbon datings practically do not work on times more than 40,000 years, and a recent record in that regard was set at 60,000 years. The reason is well understood-a half-life of the radioactive isotope 14 С equals to 5730 years, that is 40,000 years is equivalent to seven half-life times, 60,000 years takes more than ten half-life times. The method is based on measurements in biological samples of a ratio of the stable isotope 12 C (and a little of 13 С, concentration of which is about 1% compared to that of 12 C) and radioactive 14 С, an initial content of which equals about 1 × 10 −10 per cent in the tested biological sample, and decreases with time according to its half-life time. After 60 thousand years the content of 12 C drops from the initial 1 × 10 −10 per cent by 2 10 times, that is by 1024 times. Modern detectors are unable to measure such low concentrations of 12 C, at least those detectors which are in possession of archaeologists. This corresponds to 1 click per hour per gram of the tested carbon. A natural radioactivity background is much higher.
This opens a wide probability for errors, and not only for "innocent errors". Many anthropologists remember an embarrassing story with dishonoring and firing of a German anthropologist, Professor Reiner Protsch for systematic, as it was revealed, falsifications of dates for numerous ancient and not so ancient skeletal relics. After cross-examination, a dating by Protsch of 36,000 ya turned out to be 7500 ya, another dating of 21,300 ya occurred in fact 3300 ya, and a skeleton dated by Protsch by 29,400 ya happened to be that of a man who died in 1750, 255 years before (Gardian, http://www.theguardian.com/science/2005/feb/19/science.scien cenews). The same in kind story was presented by the international journal Archaeology http://archive.archaeology.org/0505/newsbriefs/insider.html.
Similar stories happen in archaeology and anthropology, and even if not through obvious (and verified and proven) falsifications, which, of course, occur in very rare cases, still a likelihood for a mistake is rather high. It should be noted here that the most ancient biological artifacts are dated not by radiocarbon, but employing other methods, such as the argon method, in which a ratio of 40 Ar/ 39 Ar is measured. Overall, there is not any anthropological of archaeological proof of appearance of anatomically modern human in Africa, or the "Out of Africa" migration. There is not any proof that stone tool types found in Europe and Eurasia were brought from sub-Sahara regions. All announcements on discoveries of skeletal remains of AMH older than 50 kya, and more so, older than 150 kya, in the sub-Saharan area, are distorted or incorrect in the first place. All of them expose rather noticeable archaic features. A good overview of this issue was recently published in Advances in Anthropology by Australian anthropologist Robert Bednarik. A number of studies tell of absence of such findings from south of the Sahara (e.g., Grine et al., 2007; Grine et al., 2010) . All known oldest fossils, such as Omo Kibish 1 (195 kya, Ethiopia, fragments of skull with the face, very incomplete), Omo-2 (having a number of primitive features), Herto (the Middle Awash region, 160 -154 kya, very robust and thus distinguishable from AMH), dated between 200 -100 kya, possess archaic features (Rightmire, 2009) and cannot be considered AMH. Many excavated remains do not have facial bones. Even the Hofmeyr skull from South Africa, dated to 36 kya (though has no recorded archaeological associations, and dated by application of optically stimulated luminescence and U-series methods to sediments filling of the braincase) is featured a robust face, close to crania associated with Upper Paleolithic industries in Eurasia (cited by Rightmire, 2009 ). Overall, the Hofmeyr skull posesses noticeable archaic features (Grine et al., 2007; Rightmire, 2009; Tattersall, 2009 ). An American anthropologist Rightmire (2009) This does seem quite reasonable. Studying history of the ancient world, we see plenty of mobile migrations, including very long migrations, long in terms of distance and time. When proponents of the "Out of Africa" hypothesis insist that it took only 10 thousand years for the "Out of Africa" humans to reach Australia, then it is hard to imagine that for the preceding 150 thousand years humans sat still in Africa and did not spread all over the world, out of Africa and into Africa, multiple times. How come that such a shaky concept of the one-sided "Out of Africa" so aggressively and forcefully promoted was accepted (but not quite) by present-day educated population in modern countries? It should cause alarm-regarding both that aggressive and overwhelming delivery of the false concept, falsely claiming "consensus among scientists" (there was none), and such a sheepish acceptance of that false concept by a general population. The most alarming is the fact that the concept did not have any proof, it was based on lies, fantasies, conjectures, wishful thinking. How could science, largely funded by the general population, have turned by a handful of manipulators into an abusive tool? This is a real thing to be concerned about.
Conclusion
Ancestors of the most present-day non-Africans did not come from Africa in the last 30,000 -600,000 years at least. In other words, those who migrated from Africa, or were forcefully taken out as slaves, are not ancestors of the contemporary Europeans, Asians, Native Americans, Australians, Polynesians. This follows from the whole multitude of data in anthropology, genetics, archaeology, DNA genealogy. Study of the DNA of excavated bones of Neanderthals has shown in them MCR1 melanocortin receptor, in the same variant as that in modern humans, which makes pale skin and red hair, observed in modern humans (Lalueza-Fox et al., 2007) , though, according to the study authors, humans did not inherit MCR1 from Neanderthals. There was not any data that Neanderthals were Black Africans. Indeed, no Neanderthals were found in Africa. Since modern humans and Neanderthals (our cousins) have had a common ancestor, that common ancestor likely had fair skin and lightcolor hair, and did not live in Africa. That was between 300 and 600 kya. There is still a puzzle how our fair skin ancestors, which split about 160,000 ya and one branch of them migrated to Africa (see Figure 1) , adjusted to African climate (which, though, was different from today's) and acquired a black skin color. An answer lies, apparently, in regulation of melanin biosynthesis. However, it is a different story.
